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Mumonkan Case One
Joshu’s Mu

Joshu Osho.    A monk asked Joshu, “Does even a dog have Buddha nature or 
not?”    Joshu said, “MU.”

As I told you this morning when we had our sarei    together we have be-
gun our Kessei period which will go for five weeks here at Bodhi Manda Zen
Center.    And during these five weeks two, or maybe even three times we will
have Dai-Sesshin.    And during Sesshin we will have teisho and because it seems
like there are many new people here I chose the Mumonkan to give teisho on.
There are forty eight cases (koans) in the Mumonkan, and I have never given a
systematic teisho on all forty eight cases.    Here at Bodhi Manda until I die, as
much as I’m able, I don’t know if I will be able to get to the end of it or not, but
I’d like to give teisho on the Mumonkan. 

Because, again, there are many new people here I feel that at the start what
I need to explain to you is exactly what studying Zen means.    I’m a little bit older
than I used to be, and I just say whatever floats up into my head, and it seems that
these days the way things are floating up in to my head are sometimes a little bit
disorderly and difficult to understand.    So please be careful from your side as the
listener as I speak.    Please be careful how you are listening.

So we have to start with where was Zen born.     Everybody knows that
Buddhism was born in India, but this word Zen, I don’t think anyone really knows
the origin of this thing we call Zen.    There is no word Zen in India so if you go
and ask an Indian person about it they won’t know.    In India they had the San-
skrit word dhyana.      And when Buddhism went to China the Chinese Buddhists
just took the sound of dhyana and pronounced it slightly differently, sort of like
“chan,” and that’s how they used the word.    The actual way the pronunciation of
the word transformed was from dhyana to something like chanya in Chinese, and
then they dropped the last “nya” and then when the first syllable chan or dhyana
went to Japan we started saying Zen.
 Up until now what I’ve been talking about any Buddhist scholar or any
person of Zen will agree on, but the real question is does dhyana mean the same
thing as Zen or not?    Of course dhyana is Zen.    But, especially in Zen we say
this difficult to understand thing that Zen is also different than dhyana.    

Buddhism gives  down the  definition  and says  that  everybody  has  this
thing that we call a mind, or a heart, and that it is sometimes disturbed, it’s in
commotion.    And it’s the position of Buddhism that says that the activity of mind
is what brings the entire self in to being.    But sometimes this activity of heart or
mind of ours is disrupted, is disturbed and we can’t have good thoughts, we can’t
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do good things.    
I’ve never been to India but I hear the summers in India are extremely hot.

Of course India is a giant country, but the place in India where Buddhism was de-
veloped was one of the hotter places in India.    And when it gets that hot the peo-
ple don’t want to do anything.    So, when it gets very hot like that you seek the
shade of a tree, or you seek to rest your body in a cool place, and try to solve this
disturbed condition of  your  mind.      There is  an actual  four  character  Chinese
phrase jukasekijo which means sitting on a rock under a tree, that is what I’m
talking about.      But maybe the Indians say, “We never had an expression like
that,” I don’t know.    Anybody though, when it’s really hot, will seek this cool
shady spot, and finally will recover their energy, and think, “Okay, now I can do
something!”

The teaching that we are handed down in our tradition is that dhyana is the
activity that takes the disturbed mind and integrates it down to one point.    There
are some people here who are scholars of Chinese Buddhism (philosophy) and we
can find in a certain book, “Inanji” is the name    of the book, this same kind of de-
scription of this same kind of activity.    The Chinese practice which was called
“neisei” (I’m not sure exactly what the characters are) is exactly this same activity
of dhyana which took place in India.    In China they said that without clearly be-
ing able to grasp for oneself this activity which integrates everything down to one
point, this neisei activity you also won’t be able to really grasp the world of con-
fusion, the world of disturbance.    This book that I’ve been talking about “inanji”
was written about two thousand years ago, or maybe even older than that. 

The idea that when the mind is disturbed or confused one should practice
to unify the mind, to integrate the mind to one point, we can see this idea was
probably present everywhere that people lived.    It was born independently in In-
dia and China.

The word dhyana is probably a very ancient word, going back three maybe
even four thousand years.    It might even be as old as five or six thousand years,
this word dhyana.    The Indian people who had to always be dealing with this in-
tense heat, and the suffering that one has to go through living together with the in-
tense heat, named the suffering that one receives from living in such heat karma.
We are told that the whole idea of karma was something that was created by Indi-
ans a very, very long time ago.    No one can escape this karma.    If there is some-
thing that we can call God, something that we can call Brahma in this world, not
even this God or Brahma could escape from karma.    

But doing this practice of finding a cool shady tree and sitting down firmly
on a rock underneath that tree it was found one could escape from the activity of
karma.    And sitting on this cool rock under the tree finally we can talk to each
other.    Finally you can think about the thing that you wanted to think about.    If
you want to think then you can take this unique posture of dhyana, and do good
thinking using this posture.    That is anyway how some scholars interpret dhyana.

What we have been calling dhyana, and it certainly is dhyana is when you
take the confused, disturbed condition of mind, and you put it under control, you
integrate it, unify it, but mind also does the activity of being disturbed.    Through
the activity of karma our hearts and minds become disturbed.    If there isn’t the
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activity of disturbed , confused mind, then the activity of dhyana would not have
been born.    The activity of mind does both of these activities; together with doing
the activity of making mind disturbed, or confused, mind also does the activity of
making itself unified or integrated.

We can do this natural activity of sitting in the shade of the tree on the
cool rock and unifying our disturbed mind, but we also must think about this
problem; is it possible to with our will unify our disturbed mind?    This kind of
thinking developed.    We can choose a good place, and going to that place and sit-
ting there our minds can (naturally) become integrated and our disturbed minds
can become unified, but if we are able to unify our minds through our own will
then we must do that activity as well.    

Without doubt the activity of dhyana is to take the disturbed mind and to
unify it down to one point.    This is dhyana just as everybody says that it is, but
the kind of thinking about this developed to a point where people said, “Isn’t it the
real practice of dhyana to not only unify everything down to one point, but to also
use one’s will and distribute everything, scatter everything out?”    Then you can
see that the true practice of Zen, the true practice of dhyana is both of these activi-
ties; the activity of sleeping, and the activity of opening your eyes.

The true Zen, the true dhyana is to manifest for your self both of these ac-
tivities, manifest for your self these two mutually opposing activities.    This idea
was born that we must learn somehow to recognize two mutually opposing activi-
ties.    In order to make it easier to understand let’s simply name these two mutu-
ally opposing activities plus and minus.    And in Buddhism we name these two
mutually  opposing activities  tatha-gata,  tatha,  thus,  and gata  going,  and tatha-
agata thus coming.    

But it’s without doubt that because India was such a philosophical country
and there were so many different philosophies that were in existence before Bud-
dhism that they already had learned to recognize two mutually opposing activities.
And we’re  told  that  the Indians  called  these two mutually  opposing activities
dharma and adharma.    Before the birth of Buddhism the teaching of Brahmanism
was already existing in India.    And according to Brahmanism the two fundamen-
tal mutually opposing activities were called dharma and adharma, and through
these two activities the functioning of karma functioned.

If we call dharma the benevolent Brahma, then adharma would be the evil
Brahma.      But they didn’t explain it this way actually.      This is just what I’m
telling you as a temporary way of teaching.

And just  as you might think, these two mutually opposing activities of
dharma and adharma are residing together in one world.    And if we give person-
ality or character to these two activities then dharma would be the male activity,
adharma would be the female activity.    

Because dharma and adharma are living in one world they will inevitably
manifest a place in which they meet one another.      And when dharma and ad-
harma totally and completely meet one another then that condition is both dharma
and adharma.    

But that kind of teaching was probably not part of Brahmanism.    A lot of
Buddhists have taken Indian words, and Indian concepts and inserted them in to
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Buddhism, even in lots of sutras we can find Bramanistic,  Hindu terms, but I
don’t think that you’ll    find these terms interpreted in the way I’m interpreting
them in any sutra.    But, actually it is not the case that I’m completely unique in
this way of interpreting, there are others that have interpreted the same way.    We
can even see in the historical Buddha himself who founded Buddhism this kind of
explanation.

Even in this incredibly ancient teaching of Brahmanism there were two
factions, two schools within Brahmanism, the school that was advancing and de-
veloping (progressive school), and the school that wasn’t (the orthodox school).
We’re told that even Brahmanism way back in the old days had a split between
those that felt like the teaching had to be developed and the more conservative
(orthodox) branch.    It’s usual, this is the normal thing.    No matter what kind of
ideology or teaching is born it seems as if the moment it’s born it splits in to the
people who want to develop it and evolve it more, and the people who don’t.
And we can even interpret Buddhism itself as the teaching that felt that it needed
to  take  the  concepts  of  Brahmanism and  evolve  them,  develop  them further.
Buddhism belongs to this (progressive) group of teachings.

To say it very simply the teaching of Brahmanism teaches that the God we
call Brahma was the one who created everything.    But the person who founded
Buddhism this young Prince Siddhartha came up and emphasized this idea that if
you say that Brahma creates everything, when Brahma creates everything it has
already split  itself  in to the mother and father that is  creating everything, and
Brahma itself no longer is existing.    In the world of ideas this was an incredible
revolutionary thought.    The reason why it is so revolutionary is because people in
general had always fixated God, Brahma, as an unchanging thing.    When we say
the word religion something really can’t be religion I guess unless it has an idea of
God, and also most religions have an idea that God is a fixated thing.    

Children also fixate their parents.    They see their parents as things that are
unchanging.    People in general are all attached to this perspective of the child
thinking that God is an unchanging entity.    But we say “Be careful!”

So getting to this part I guess teisho should be over.    This is I guess all
that I have to say about Zen.    But, if I stop now it won’t cover everything actu-
ally.    (Because) this God, this Brahma is never fixated.    This young Prince Sid-
dhartha was the one who cried out that never is God fixated, never is Brahma a
fixated thing.

And as I said before, when dharma and adharma become absolutely one
then the absolute condition appears.    According to Buddhism and also according
to Brahmanism, both of these teachings emphasize that outside of dharma and ad-
harma, outside of plus and minus there are no other activities.    There are a lot of
things, though, there are a lot of different activities.    Of course there are many
different activities.    But all of these various and many activities, what kind of ac-
tivity are they?    They are none other than these two plus and minus, dharma and
adharma activities.    Having these two activities as their content every single exis-
tence is appearing.    Whether it is a stone or a plant or a bug or a fish or a bird or
an animal, or of course a human being, all of these different things have dharma
and adharma, two mutually opposing activities as their content.
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And as I always tell you over and over again, when dharma and adharma
become one that is zero, that is the complete, perfect condition.    This thing that
we call Buddhism then defined two different states of Brahma.    The true Brahma
being the state in which dharma and adharma were completely unified, and this
incomplete imperfect state of Brahma which was not the true Brahma.     Many
people say that Buddhism denies the existence of Brahma but that’s not true, what
Buddhism says of itself is that we Buddhists affirm (teach about) the true Brahma.

The condition when dharma and adharma, plus and minus become com-
pletely one is the true condition of holiness.    There is no condition better than
that, greater than that, more superlative than that.    There is no condition one can
compare to that.    All the men and all the women have melted in to this condition
of zero.    This is the condition where the true Brahma appears.    The world of the
true Brahma is the world where it isn’t necessary to speak.    It isn’t necessary to
teach or be taught.    

In Buddhism we call this the condition of zero, or the condition of empti-
ness.    And just as they say in Brahmanism this gives birth to all.    But here is
where the difference comes between the ancient  teaching of  Brahmanism and
Buddhism.    As I just said when Brahma gives birth to its children then it is no
longer  Brahma anymore.      Brahma has  already divided  itself  in  to  the  father
Brahma and the mother Brahma.      These father and mother Brahmas have ap-
peared right together with the children.    The first thing that you have to do in Zen
practice is to manifest the wisdom which clearly understands this principle.    Of
course it is the case that when you yourself are born the fixated thing you call
Brahma is no longer existing.    What appears together with your birth is the father
Brahma, and the mother Brahma.    If you are able to manifest that kind of wisdom
your self then you can be said to be doing real Zen practice.

Things, however, that are born, existences that are born are not born with
the activities of dharma and adharma totally as their content.    As I always say,
this existence that is born is born receiving 0.0001 of the dharma activity, and
0.0001 of the adharma activity.    This thing is what we call the beginning of the
self.    In this case both dharma and adharma are in opposition to the child.    In
this case it is no longer Brahma.    With the birth of the child dharma has become
the imperfect activity of dharma, adharma has become the imperfect activity of
adharma.    The things which appear as the incomplete activity, imperfect activity
of dharma and adharma are what we call mother and father.

Although I said that the child is born in an incomplete state it is also im-
portant to remember that the child has both the activities of dharma and adharma
as its content.    

Because we are getting to the end of our time I should probably leave off
here, but what we have to really carefully and deeply investigate is how this activ-
ity speaks to the development of consciousness.    Why does consciousness appear
and develop, and how does it disappear?    

What I really want you to do here is to for your self, each one of you,
manifest the wisdom that clearly sees that not only has Brahma disappeared with
the birth of the self, but dharma and adharma also are no longer in their pure con-
dition with the birth of the self.    If you can’t manifest that wisdom for your self
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you can listen to countless teishos.    You can pile your experience of zazen-kais
up one upon another, but it’s not going to do you any good.    I’m not gonna be
around much longer.      Just  one of  you,  just  one  of  you would  be more  than
enough, please manifest the wisdom that knows this principle.    When I get tired
I, just like everybody think, I actually say, “I’m sick of the whole business!”    The
reason why I get sick of the whole business is because not even one person will
do me the favor of manifesting the wisdom that understands the principle that I’m
always talking about.

And I know when tomorrow comes I will have forgotten exactly how far I
got in my talk so everyone please remember for me.
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